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4   Bayou on Bay | 1300 Bay St
     Local artist Katie McGarry opens a show of new work in 
     the Bayou Annex Bar. This series in observation will be 
     on display and on sale for the entire month of September. 
     21+  

5   Bellingham Frameworks | 1415 Cornwall Ave
     Northwest landscape photography by John D'Onofrio. 

6   Boundary Bay Brewery | 1107 Railroad Ave   
     Jill Feenstra: "My paintings continue to evolve, while 
     maintaining the thread of sameness that points to their 
     maker. I save my optimism for my figurative work, which 
     I use to express life's fleeting beauty and strength in 
     fragility. I am constantly trying new techniques and 
     stretching my limits as a life long artist. Recently I've 
     found myself expressing deeper emotions through 
     abstract work. I find that I can articulate complex 
     concepts and feelings more eloquently once I can 
     circumvent a figure. I have a heavy dread of change 
     and the future, therefore, some of my abstracted works 
     are focused on trying to come to terms with the steady 
     loss of the present. My work is vibrant and stylized, all 
     with a strong graphic hand." 

7   Brazen Shop + Studio | 1319 Cornwall Ave #104
     Please join Brazen for Art Walk! Our featured artist this 
     month is local artist Jax Mildner. Jax is a local fluid artist, 
     specializing in large format artwork. Her drive to paint 
     stems from a need to translate the beauty she 
     experiences in nature, onto the canvas. Her artwork is 
     deeply rooted in the designs, colors and patterns found 
     in the natural world. The Pacific Northwest lends constant 
     inspiration with stunning forest and abundant seas. Fluid 
     painting is both a creative outlet and a constantly 
     evolving passion! 

8   Cafe Velo | 120 Prospect St
     Jess Flegel is a local artist and cyclist who has been 
     working with fabric since 2003, and often draws 
     inspiration from photographs and other graphic design 
     elements. This month, at Cafe Velo, Flegel debuts her 
     second series of bicycle themed quilts. 

 

   

9   Community Food Co-op | 1220 N Forest St  
     Karen Hanrahan narrates her life through collage and 
     photography. "Collage for me is meditative, 
     storytelling, personally insightful, and sometimes 
     dead-on about the nuances of my subconscious 
     mind. I love to share the process I use to collage and 
     to facilitate and prompt others to tear apart 
     magazines for image sources."  

10 Dakota Gallery | 1322 Cornwall Ave   
     Dakota Gallery presents an exhibition by Skagit artists 
     Troy Gilpatrick and Jasmine Valandani featuring 
     photos, texts, sculpture and works on paper. “There 
     Was No Shorter Way Home” alludes to experiences 
     of journey, path and home as reality and metaphor.

11 Fourth Corner Frames & Gallery | 311 W Holly St    
     From the Studio of Captain Steve Mayo: Ahoy Mates! 
     Steve Mayo is our September featured artist. He is 
     internationally known for his historically accurate 
     watercolor paintings of sailing vessels. Meet Steve 
     at the gallery on September 7 during Art Walk and on 
     Friday, September 21, 6 – 9pm during “SeaFeast”! 

12 Goat Mountain Pizza | 211 W Holly St
     Our September artist is Jenna Goodman. Jenna’s 
     unique, hand-painted wood art is inspired by the 
     beauty of the outdoors, adventure, friends and family.

13 Honey Salon & Gallery | 310 W Holly St 
     Honey Salon and Gallery is proud to present 
     “Earth/Sky: Interconnection of the Cosmic and 
     Natural World”, a new mixed media collection of 
     powerful images curated to show the connection 
     between the earth and sky through the artists lens, 
     showcased on repurposed objects and the 
     occasional canvas. The inspiration for this show is 
     pulled from the natural patterns and topography of 
     the earth and the vibrant psychedelic colors of the 
     cosmos. Refreshments, artist meet and greet, and 
     more await at the opening reception.
 

 

1   Allied Arts Gallery | 1418 Cornwall Ave 
     Featuring Organic Reaction, an exhibit dedicated to the 
     inspiration and beauty of the natural world, and the art 
     that can be made from it. Featuring work from Penny 
     Bamford, Nancy Canyon, John D'Onofrio, Suzannah 
     Gusukuma, and Shannon Kirby. Allied Arts presents this 
     show in conjunction with Endangered Species, an 
     ongoing exhibit at Whatcom Museum, which highlights 
     artists’ unique ability to bring attention to the importance 
     of biodiversity and the protection of endangered species 
     from diverse ecosystems. Together, these exhibits honor 
     nature and coexistence. 6:00pm – 9:00pm. 

2   Aslan Brewing Co. | 1330 N Forest St  
     Featuring the art of Little Talking Tree by Cedar Nabinger. 

3   Bank of the Pacific | 100 Grand Ave
     Sole sponsor of Downtown Art Walk, Bank of the Pacific 
     invites you to enjoy appetizers, music and art by Paul 
     Kelly, Kat Houseman, and Galina Lintz. Paul Kelly’s 
     photography is all about athletes and the landscapes 
     that make them who they are. You can view his work at 
     www.pjkphoto.smugmug.com With influence from 
     western art and the academic art world Kat Houseman’s 
     work crosses both fences. Using Oil and Acrylic paint the 
     color pallet is often bright, vivid and rich primarily painting 
     mammal and avian species in portrait like compositions. 
     You can view her work at http://kathouseman.com. 
     Galina Lintz uses light and color to make street scenes 
     vivid and seascapes glow. Appetizers are presented by 
     the dedicated team from Hundred North, a chef-driven 
     restaurant with a major focus on sourcing local high-
     quality raw ingredients from the farmers of Skagit and 
     Whatcom County with nothing coming from more than 
     40 miles away. What comes out of their kitchen is an 
     entirely unique take on classic dishes with a dash of 
     inspiration drawn from the cutting edge of the culinary 
     world tasting the Pacific Northwest in a new way. Music 
     with DJ Jimmy C, a laid back but PASSIONATE lover of 
     music, versed in oldies, 80’s and modern pop. 
     6:00pm - 9:00pm. 

more exhibits on the back!



more on the back!

www.DowntownBellingham.com

The Downtown Bellingham Partnership works throughout the year to identify partners in our efforts to create 
a more vital and vibrant city center. The Bank of the Pacific staff have shown great thoughtfulness through their 
Art Walk sponsorship that has gone beyond financial support. The bank’s desire to engage with the community 
on a deeper level and to truly give back through its commitment to the arts is inspiring. Commitment like this from 
our partners at Bank of the Pacific is a testament to how Art Walk has served our neighborhood not only as a community 
event that brings people together in appreciation of the arts but as an economic driver for local business. 
Thank you, Bank of the Pacific!

A Thank You to our Sponsor:

14  Imagine Studio/Gallery | 301 W. Holly St. - Suite D5
      We Imagine, Design and Make unique Art in a variety of 
      media & styles. Puppetry, Animatronics, Robotics and 
      R/C things using Electronics and more are also created 
      there. 

15  The Leopold Hotel | 1224 Cornwall Ave
      This month The Leopold is pleased to display the 
      beautiful Sumi-e style artwork of the accomplished 
      Genevieve Ashford, one of our many talented residents.

16  The Lucky Monkey | 312 W Champion St 
      "Mandalla Journey" - new and recent work by local artist 
      Marilyn Quinn inspired by her spiritual studies with 
      celestial and tribal themes. 

17  Make.Shift Art Space | 306 Flora St
      For the month of September, Make.Shift Gallery will 
      feature several local artists who explore the
      relationship between humans and nature. Biologist and 
      artist, Audrey Thompson, uses fire and wood to create
      pyrographic portraits of aquatic animals. Mattie 
      Templeton incorporates bright colors and geometric 
      shapes to bring large predators to life. Cydni Carter’s 
      mixed media collages meditate on the landscapes of 
      our memories. Nicole Denning’s intricately layered 
      illustrations and Karen Hanrahan’s torn paper collages 
      raise questions about the relationship between violence 
      against women and humanity’s impact on the 
      environment. This collection will also feature black and 
      white photography by Rod Haynes and oil paintings on 
      recycled wood by Seth Benish.

18  Max Higbee Center | 1210 Bay St #102
      The Max Higbee Center is a place where people with 
      disabilities come and participate in recreational activities 
      in our community. All of our art is made by our members.

19  Novato Shop & Studio | 121 W Chestnut St
      Happy Little Disasters - by Chris Thompson. The
      incredible new work from Seattle tattoo artist and 
      painter, Chris Thompson, will be hanging in the gallery 
      for the month of September. 
       
20  Pickford Art Studios | 1318 Bay St (Above Pickford 
       Film Center) | Come on upstairs, explore vintage 
      architecture in our historic building, and visit painters, 
      videographers, sound producers, designers, musicians, 
      textile artists and more. 

21  Plumb Hair Studio | 126 E Champion St
      Come listen to the sounds of watercolor as both artist 
      and medium express themselves in collaborative works 
      of art. Listen to the gasps of agony, sheer joy, and 
      surprise as the unexpected and unpredictable works of 
      art emerge when unbounded creativity of 15 artists 
      meets an uncontrollable medium.

     

      

     
   

 

   

      

      
 

     

     

    

22   The Racket Bar & Pinball Lounge | 1220 N State 
       St | Dino Dreamin Embroidery is a show featuring the 
       hand-stitched designs by local artist Sarah Francis. 
       Sarah is a geologist by day and embroidery artist by 
       night. Sarah loves to create embroidery pieces 
       inspired by extinct creatures, mountain landscapes, 
       and queer identities. Each design is original, and is 
       first sketched by hand, and then transferred to 
       recycled fabric (thanks Ragfinery!) stretched onto a 
       wooden embroidery hoop. Every tiny detail is stitched 
       by hand with a needle and thread. Some pieces 
       feature simple, delicate outlines, while others are 
       bursting with color and overlapping stitches. 21+

23   Redlight | 1017 N State St
       Come for the art, stay for the drink specials and 
       delicious new food menu! Kathryn Hackney (who 
       earned a BA in Studio Art Painting with an Art History 
       Minor from WWU) says this about her motivation: "I 
       paint to experience the ultimate exposure and 
       vulnerability by putting onto canvas a spontaneous 
       vision rather than a planned scene or message. The 
       reward is a connection with the viewer on a visceral 
       level, much the same as listening to music in order to 
       evoke an emotional response. 21+

24   Sharon Kingston Studio | 203 Prospect St 
       Storefront studio of Bellingham artist Sharon 
       Kingston. Open 6:00 - 9:00pm for Art Walk only, by 
       appointment at other times. www.sharonkingston.com.

25   Social Fabric | 1302 Commercial St     
       Social Fabric will feature the art stylings of Denise 
       Snyder, Artist Extroidinaire! Join us.

26   Studio 5 | 301 W Holly St U-7
       Come upstairs in the Bay Street Village building to 
       see our vibrant, expressive artwork. Jewelry too. 
       Prints, cards, refreshments available. 
       
27   Studio UFO | 301 W Holly St M4
       The purpose of this paint out is to promote public 
       awareness and appreciation of Plein Air Painting 
       and Art in Bellingham in general. Our goal is to paint 
       at specific intersections and be seen along or near 
       the Holly Street corridor. The sponsor Studio UFO 
       will promote the event to the public. This is not a 
       fundraiser. Artists will get 70% of sales. 

28   Sylvia Center for the Arts | 205 Prospect St
       Stop into Sylvia Center for the Arts to have a 
       beverage and check out an exhibit by Evergreen 
       student Max Clark.

29   Third Planet | 200 W Holly St
       Featuring Karima Torres. As a self-taught artist from 
       Honolulu, Hawaii -my goal is to bridge the gap 
       between spirituality and religion and bring a deeper 
       awareness of mental health issues plaguing society. I 
       tend to use symbolism to portray vulnerable emotions 
       which can lead to catharsis in a meditative or 
       reflective state.

30  Uisce Irish Pub | 1319 Commercial Ave
      Nuages [pronounced noo-aj] is the product of a 
      passion for jazz inspired by Django Reinhardt, 
      the father of Gypsy (Manouche) Jazz. The 
      quartet continues to build on this elegant style 
      of jazz that is noted for blending an Eastern 
      European Gypsy flavor with a traditional swing 
      sound.

31  Wandering Oaks Fine Arts & Glass Studio | 
      126 W Holly St | A working gallery showing WA-
      based art and offering fused glass classes. 
      Wandering Oaks 440 is a family-friendly, free 
      storytelling event every second Thursday 
      starting at 6:30pm. 

32  Waterfront Artists Studios - Downstairs | 
      1220 Central Ave | Waterfront Artist Studios 
      Downstairs is presenting a Sea and Water 
      theme this month with paintings by: Jennifer 
      Dunn, Jim Orvik, Karen Theusen. Colleen 
      Harper will feature vintage jewelry and other 
      jewels of the sea! The entire building will be 
      open this month, come by and join the fun!

33  Western City Center | 1155 N State St 
      After 40 years creating Fine Art Photography, 
      Mark Bergsma, Alumnus ’71, continues to 
      reach out for discovery. His Impressionist Style 
      Color Photography (painterly), uses digital 
      imaging. He still prints and markets his 
      photography and also works commercially 
      behind the camera creating architectural 
      photographs. 

34  Whatcom Museum - Old City Hall | 121 
      Prospect St | See the Whatcom Artist Studio 
      Tour Showcase, history exhibits, and the John 
      M. Edson Hall of Birds at Old City Hall. The 
      "Whatcom Artist Studio Tour" artists. This is a 
      group show of some of the talented Whatcom 
      County artists participating in the 24th annual 
      self-guided studio tour. Make sure to save the 
      date of the tour which takes place the first two 
      weekends in October, come and see where 
      creativity begins! 

35  Woods Coffee | 1135 Railroad Ave
      After retiring from teaching, Charles continued 
      working with figure studies, watercolor, acrylic, 
      and oil painting. This exhibition is a result of 
      Charles' interest in the landscape of the 
      Bellingham area, Whatcom County, Borrego 
      Springs area in southern California, Italy, 
      France and the French Riviera.  Several paintings 
      were painted "en plein air" while others were 
      painted and completed in the studio.
      
     


